3-Hole Pamphlet Book
1. Select one piece of colored paper and fold it in half. (5.5”x8.5”)

2. Fold 4 pieces of white text paper in half and nest them inside each other to make one signature.
3. Place the signature inside the cover and place inside an open phone book.

4. Using the hole template, use an awl to make 3 holes in the pamphlet.
5. Cut a piece of cord or ribbon about 3.5 times the length of the pamphlet spine.

6. Thread a needle with the chord or ribbon
7. Starting from the outside:
   a. Sew into the middle hole
b. Sew up and out of the top hole
c. Sew down the outside into the bottom hole

d. Sew back through the center hole to the outside
e. Pull each end of the chord to opposite ends of the long center stitch

f. Tie two ends into a bow or insert additional decorative threads before making a knot.